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Not so long ago coming to class without paper or a notebook and something to write 
with, would have seemed unthinkable. These days however it is becoming increasingly 
likely that students will have neither and will be less and less adept, comfortable or able 
to take notes, write short sentences or even spell. Why is this happening? What affect is 
this having on learning styles, teaching strategies and the traditional classroom? What 
can the teacher do to reach students and ensure that they are still learning at an acceptable 
level?  The simple answer is a massive paradigm shift in perspectives on technologies 
typically associated with learning, leisure and communication, Traditional communicative 
and education tools and materials are continuously and rapidly blending into an 
indistinguishable, almighty hybrid of media and technology. Whether it’s the iPod, keitai, 
or DS, today’s students are more comfortable and creative with digital devices than they 
are with a pen and paper. Are handwriting, spelling and memorization skills still viable 
and essential? How about texting, googling, twittering and blogging? Education in Japan 
has much to gain from adapting quickly to the changing times. Although students spend 
most of their education memorizing information, cramming for exams and preparing for a 
future bequeathed to them by their peers and seniors, the final hurdle for graduating from 
university requires researching and writing an original thesis. This is a highly personal 
and individualistic task, for which, up until their senior year, they receive virtually no 
preparation or training. Conducting research requires many multilevel skills, the least 
of which involves memorizing and retaining facts. Being able to analyze, evaluate and 
organize information efficiently, effectively and creatively are essential skills for students 
today. Knowing how to use the right tool for a job, knowing where to find the right 
information, knowing how to apply that information appropriately, effectively, critically 
and creatively are key skills for the information age. 
In many ways Japan is stuck in an early Showa paradigm, which in terms of 
education and employment, focused on separating the ‘wheat from the chaff’ rather than 
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cultivating specialized skills and abilities. In times of economic prosperity and population 
growth, where labour shortages and limited university entrance were the norm, arbitrary 
tests that separated those that merely studied hard and jumped through hoops, from those 
that did not, were adequate. These days however, they fall well short of meeting the 
expanding needs and requirements of a society in decline. University education in Japan, 
as it exists today, is largely irrelevant as there is little or no connection with what students 
study, the skills they develop and the type of work they will do in the future (Hirai, 
2009). This is a well known fact which was acceptable in times when jobs were plentiful 
and companies had ample resources for training, retraining and guaranteeing lifetime 
employment. However, those days are long gone, and it is critical that higher education 
starts to consider the reality of student’s futures and prepares them appropriately. A recent 
forum on the state of English education in Japan stressed the need for curriculum changes 
reporting that 85% of company managers surveyed, stated that presentation and negotiation 
skills are most important to succeed in business, however most recent university graduates 
are greatly lacking in this area.   According to M. Hirai of Waseda University; 
“There is a huge gap in what corporations want and what the current 
education system provides. Current English education in Japan focuses 
too much on passive skills: reading and listening. But the demand in the 
real world is active skills: speaking and writing. I’m afraid this gap largely 
stems from overdependence on the TOEIC test as the sole indicator of 
English skills both in industry and academia.’ (Hirai, 2009). 
Similarly, traditional job hunting methods designed in the 1950’s to efficiently fill the 
many vacancies in the burgeoning, post war companies with young, fresh, obedient 
workers, have proven ineffective in today’s economic climate and a waste of time, effort 
and education (McNeill, and Matsumoto, 2009). It is high time that these conventions are 
reevaluated in favour of more flexible systems able to balance tradition with innovation. 
As job offers reach their lowest levels since the recruiting system began, many students 
are questioning the validity of a process that is neglecting them. Comments from several 
students participating in a protest at Waseda University were reported as follows:
"It's ridiculous. We don't have time to mature as people or as students," 
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"University is supposed to be a place to learn, but more than half our lives 
are spent out job hunting,"
It's about 60-40. It makes studying very difficult, especially if you have an 
interview. You can't think about essays."
"I'm as afraid as anyone of not being able to get work, but university just 
becomes a waste of time."
"Companies want to mold their employees, which is why they start 
recruiting so soon, instead of giving us time to become mature, thinking 
people."
"Why does the system have to work like this?"
In traditionally vertical societies, with strict hierarchical conventions characteristic 
of Japan’s keigo communication protocols or restrictive sempai-kohai relationships, 
the internet and cheap and abundant information level the playing field, democratize 
communication and serve as a cold culture shock and rude awakening to those who wish to 
maintain the status quo at the expense of embracing the unknown. In many ways Japan has 
been left behind by the information revolution and as present trends indicate, it is doubtful 
whether any kind of complete recovery will be possible (Kashiwagi, 2007). Traditional 
leaders in innovation and technology such as Sony, Panasonic, Toshiba or even DoCoMo, 
names synonymous in the past with successful design and marketing, have misjudged 
changing climates and clung stubbornly to outdated business models rather than allow a 
younger, more savvy generation to take its turn at the helm. Sony has grown too large to 
be competitive and has failed to maintain its historical presence in market share, because 
most required innovations end up creating a conflict of interest with one or more of its 
many divisions. For example, Sony Music’s many copyright holdings limit any serious 
developments of its MP3 technology. Today, 30 years after the Walkman became a 
household word, most young people, growing up under the shadow of the iPod, do not even 
know what a Walkman is. Even domestically, within Japan, the Walkman has only a 27% 
market share compared to the iPods 58% (Kashiwagi, 2007). In 1997 Sanyo was offered 
the idea of creating an iPod like player but the senior board members rejected any form 
of alliance with Apple (Carryl 2007). Similarly DoCoMo, which in 2001 was one of the 
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world’s leading telecom companies, failed to gain an international foothold, despite heavy 
financing, research and marketing abroad and vastly superior technology, because the 
company leaders failed to consider global needs and perspectives (see figure 1). According 
to Fasol (Time Magazine December, 2007) “Not one of DoCoMo’s senior management 
leaders was non-Japanese and they were hopelessly mired in old mindsets. They could 
have been Google but they blew it.” Part of the problem is that there is no opportunity for 
the required form of innovation and research which requires taking risks and challenging 
the status quo. The Japanese are still averse to going against the grain, even at the expense 
of their company’s future. Group consensus and harmony are still strong values and the 
nail which stands up is hammered down. Unfortunately this mind set, though socially very 
desirable for community building, is having a disastrous effect on the competitiveness 
of Japanese companies and is crippling as a business model. Innovation requires risk 
taking mavericks, however the necessary individualistic values are not condoned and even 
strongly discouraged in most Japanese group oriented institutions.
 
In the present system, innovators like Einstein, Edison, Ford, Bill Gates or the guys 
behind Google, Twitter, Yahoo and YouTube would all have been ostracized, high school 
dropouts who would have been lucky to get jobs as ‘freeters’ at a convenience store. As a 
result, Japan is currently experiencing a debilitating “braindrain” in which over 41 percent 
of all post doctorate students choose to emigrate in order to engage in meaningful research 
or employment (Fukue, 2010). Of the recent Japanese Nobel Prize winners in 2008, not one 
Figure 1. Market capitalization of telecom companies
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has research based in Japan. The story of Shuji Nakamura, who developed the revolutionary 
blue diode LED light found in most electronics today, is a case in point. Nakamura received 
no credit for his discovery while the company went on to make billions. After several 
legal battles, Nakamura was finally given a settlement and credit for his invention but 
nevertheless, left Japan for the more tolerant and supportive climate of California where he 
is now a professor. In a 2001 interview Nakamura stated that; 
“ The egalitarianism embedded in Japanese society deprives researchers 
and scholars of the economic incentives to pursue creative and innovative 
studies.  "At Japanese universities, there is absolutely no culture to 
nurture venture businesses. Even if the government were to try to promote 
such businesses through universities, it would be very difficult.” 
This is indicative of the difficulties facing Japan’s economic recovery, the old generation, 
a majority in an aging population, clings to traditional, tried and true models, while young 
and imaginative newcomers have no room, support or opportunity to develop their ideas 
(Mok, 2007). It is important to keep in mind that Japan only flourished economically when 
the unburdened and hungry youth were free to pursue their dreams, this was the case in the 
Meiji era and in the post war economic boom. Some notable examples include: Akio Morita 
who founded Sony at age 25, Soichiro Honda who established Honda Motor Corp. at age 
40, Eiji Toyota who started Toyota Motor Works at age 43, and Hiroshi Yamauchi who at 
age 22 changed the course of The Nintendo Playing Card Company helping it become one 
of Japan’s most enduring and popular brands. 
The reality is that young Japanese are no longer bound to the sensei or sempai 
centered models, information is no longer trickled down from superiors or the gate keepers 
of promotion and progress. The Heisei generation, more so than any other, has options, 
choices, and the opportunity to think ‘outside of the box’. What they are missing however, 
is the motivation to do so, the permission of their peers, the consensus of society and the 
flexibility and insight required in determining when to hold on to tradition and when to try 
something new. The sempai system, left over from the bushido code, is only effective if 
the top takes care of the bottom. In post bubble Japan this has failed miserably as the top 
has precariously and without foresight, maintained its opulence at the expense of workers, 
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juniors and freshmen. This obsolete and dangerous system of mismanagement and abuse 
is set to crumble, hastened by 15 years of deflation and the recent recession (Masters 
and Beech 2009). As symbolized by the landslide election of the Hatoyama cabinet, the 
message is clear: a revolution is underway and it is time for leaders, policy makers and 
educators alike, to take responsibility for leading a generation astray by empowering it 
to take initiative for this change. This will be a difficult task with much social upheaval, 
already evident in recent student demonstrations opposing the archaic job hunting system, 
declining birthrate, increasing suicide rates, high unemployment and temporary worker 
percentages. However, with the aging population, dwindling workforce, the increasing 
tax burdens and declining economy, these last hurdles will eventually fall and the next 
generation will likely embrace and master these 21st century skills and perspectives as if 
they had always been a traditional part of Japanese culture. Japan is poised on the edge 
of a great paradigm shift similar in many ways to that of the Meiji Era. The lessons of 
Meiji Japan, arguably one of the greatest examples of reform and innovation in human 
history, need to be revisited and looked upon for inspiration by today’s leaders, teachers 
and visionaries. Meiji leaders like Hirobumi Ito, who established Japan’s tax system at 
age 30 and became the first Prime Minister at 44, were all young men with vision. They 
had seen the future and knew what had to be done. Now, a century later, these ideals must 
be reevaluated and modified, the pendulum swings and the next generation will take over, 
younger and free from the chains of the past and open to the flexibility, innovation and 
changes required to preserve Japan’s significance on the global stage in the future.
Perhaps Guttenberg had a similar revelation when he envisioned the impact his 
printing press and more accessible information would have on the people of Europe. With 
the advent of the mass production of books, learning became democratic and could take 
place in more varied locations. Knowledge was no longer confined to the elite, and teachers 
became more than scholars who remembered and recited scripture and erudite manuscripts. 
Although limited, with the dawn of efficient printing systems, spread wide libraries and 
accessible books, people became the masters of their own knowledge and the seed of 
the information age was planted. Since the printing of the first Guttenberg Bible in the 
1450’s, the base of human knowledge and information has mushroomed exponentially to 
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the point that it is doubling every few years. Between 2006 and 2010 alone the amount 
of information freely circulating and available has grown six fold. The last decade, which 
many have referred to as the Golden Age of Information, has also signaled a passing of 
several fundamental innovations upon which many of mankind’s greatest achievements 
have been built. The Digital Era is here and analog technology and vestiges of the age, 
including books, pencils, CDs, DVDs, department stores,  magazines, memorization skills 
and traditional studying strategies are either obsolete or on their way into obscurity. 
The once ubiquitous five pound, “Genius” dictionary has become a relic of the 
past. Students now use their cell phones for everything including taking notes or voice 
memos in class. Music and movies are downloaded and stored on massive hard drives, 
not bought from a shop and kept on a shelf. Online shopping is eclipsing retail sales while 
media titans like Amazon and Google are racing to replace the traditional book, library and 
basic concept of reading. In a recent study, 50% of Americans reported that they read less 
than four books per year with 25% admitting that they read no books at all. (Fram, 2007). 
Yet they spend hours blogging, texting or reading messages in online communities like 
Facebook, My Space or Twitter. A similar study reported that Americans sent over 110 
billion text messages in 2008, double the number sent in 2007 and eclipsing the number 
of calls made, to become the preferred type of communication among younger people. 
According to Amanda Lenhart (2009), "If teens are trend leaders, then we are moving to a 
text-based communication system. For them, there is less interest in talking." In Japan this 
trend is probably similar, if not more extreme, as cell phones, portable video games, and 
other devices have long been the diversions of choice. Books are now available and are 
being read on a variety of electronic devices including iPods, cell phones and DS consoles. 
eReaders being marketed by Sony and Amazon are fast becoming an acceptable alternative 
to paper and students will soon be able to carry whole libraries with them wherever they go. 
What are the implications of this in terms of learning, studying, teaching or even knowing?
 “The dead tree book will never die – but our generation will be the last to 
use ‘books’ as our primary reading systems. Expect ebooks to hit colleges 
in perhaps five years and high schools and elementary schools in about 
seven.” (Biggs. 2009)
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In a recent parody of the changing classroom, The Simpsons satire what are being referred 
to as 21st Century skills as follows: 
Teacher: "Who can tell me what the Monroe Doctrine was?"
Student: “ The policy of President Monroe that America has the right as a 
nation to ...." 
Teacher (interrupting): "Are you telling me you memorized that fact, when 
anyone with a cell phone can find it out in thirty seconds?"
Student: “ I’ve crammed my head full of garbage!”
Teacher: Yes… yes you have.    (M. Groening, "Bart Gets a Z", 2009).
This change is questioning the very core of education philosophy. Are we best serving our 
students needs and preparing them for the world they will soon enter? If tests are supposed 
to reinforce desired skills and competencies, do traditional tests accomplish this? Educators 
on all levels must take responsibility for the well being of our students. We can no longer 
continue to commit such gross malpractice by reinforcing outdated and obsolete skills 
because we are too complacent or reluctant to try a new approach. Our duty as educators is 
to instil in students lifelong learning tools, skills and motivation reflective of and relevant 
to the real world. 
“The best teachers don’t give you the answers; they just point the way and 
let you make your own choices, your own mistakes…”  (Murphy, R. 2009)
Survey of Student’s trends, tendencies and preferences regarding technology
Throughout history, information has been power. Understanding how or whether 
to use, apply, adapt, adopt, reject or embrace new ideas and innovations has consistently 
been the critical factor in determining the rise and fall of civilizations. In order to better 
understand the effect technological changes are having on education and the emerging 
society the following will report on a survey designed to gauge university students’ 
tendencies and preferences with regard to information, learning and communication.
A standard questionnaire soliciting simple yes/no, likert scale type and short 
answer responses, (Appendix A) was given to several, whole groups of first year university 
students from departments of English, Education, Economics and International Studies. 
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The total number of subjects was 124 of which 72.7% were female and 23.3% were male. 
Although this gender imbalance in participants may skew results, the percentages are 
reflective of the larger demographic of the student body and are therefore considered valid. 
The results were divided into four main categories highlighting frequency of use, type of 
use, possession and dependency as well as outlook and lifestyle in order to fully describe 
students’ attitudes, preferences, habits and perspectives regarding technology in their lives.
The first set of questions was aimed at finding out about time, dependency and type 
of technology students used and preferred. Most subjects reported their dependency level 
as “very often” This number was slightly higher for female subjects who also indicated 
overwhelmingly that they were more likely to own a wider variety of gadgets including 
digital cameras, electronic dictionaries, PC’s and other devices, than male subjects and 
spent on average 1 hour more blogging per week (7.3 and 6.6 hours respectively). The 
type of usage also varied across gender, most male subjects owned twice as many game 
devices and spent more than double the amount of time using computers or the internet 
for gaming than female subjects. Female subjects conversely also used their PC’s more 
for study and communication than males, who mostly used computers for gaming or 
work. Although women preferred face to face communication (100%) male subjects had a 
greater tendency for sending text messages and communicating via email than calling by 
phone, which was ranked slightly higher by female subjects. A further manifestation of 
this trend becomes evident in the choice and creation of email addresses as well as level 
and degree of communication in online communities. In this regard, not only are there 
differences between male and female subjects, but Japan in general also seems to differ 
in comparison to North American or European tendencies. Japanese online communities 
like Mixi are mostly anonymous with few members using their real names or posting 
images and personal information for strangers to see. American communities, which have 
a large international following, such as Facebook and My Space, the tendencies were quite 
different, with most members using real names and openly displaying personal information. 
This is also apparent in email address prefixes, which in Japan, seldom consist of an 
obvious name or a direct personal referent. Most male students for example responded 
that their email address was connected with their interests 44% or just a random string 
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of words 38.8%. Female students on the other hand were mostly concerned that their 
address would be easy to remember or used a code or indirect means of communicating 
personal information through their prefix, which could perhaps only be interpreted by a 
limited number of confidants. (see appendix for list of email address prefixes). Both styles 
however, signify a clearly identifiable and intentional type of communication strategy and 
probably closely represent individual or group values. Regardless however, these email 
prefixes differ significantly from European or North American preferences which tend 
to use names or information which is directly or obviously associated with the user. This 
indicates that, although Japanese young people are very techno savvy and active in voicing 
opinions and experiences in the blogosphere, they tend to maintain traditional relationship 
building norms and communication styles, preferring to remain anonymous (Alabaster, 
2008).  This is an interesting development which may signify a hybridization of old and 
new. 
Further trends which become apparent from the data include the subject’s tendency 
to break with traditional methods of communication and media usage. Most subjects 
indicated that they rarely wrote any form of message by hand, read only 2-5 books per 
year and seldom purchased CDs, with an average of only 2.24 per year. These results 
are surprising in that, as students, they should probably be reading more or taking notes, 
however considering that 75-86% of subjects indicated that they use either their PC’s or the 
internet to get most of their information and 83% reportedly owned electronic dictionaries, 
it would seem that the concept of books as a primary tool for research and source for 
knowledge is changing. Furthermore, many students also indicated that they considered 
Wikipedia one of the most useful sites. Similarly a higher percentage of students 53%, 
are also relying solely on their PCs for entertainment as well. This statistic is significantly 
higher among males, as most subjects reported that they own either gaming devices 72% 
or MP3 players 78.3%. A further measure of changing perspectives and attitudes towards 
media sources, ownership, copyright as well as ethical considerations becomes evident by 
the fact that 59.1% of subjects indicated that they did not consider free downloading of 
music or other media as wrong. Although this is not surprising considering the volatility 
and fickle nature of the media industry, it is a significant portent for the future of marketing 
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of creative material and the meaning of ownership. 
As a whole the results from the survey indicate that the modern student is evolving 
very quickly and has developed a different outlook and attitude towards education, work, 
entertainment, communication and other traditional values generally regarded as common 
sense.  It would seem that traditional ideals have not been abandoned but have merged with 
a changing identity resulting in a different sense of values and perspectives regarding how 
to interact with a more fluid environment. Change on this scale is a constant and cannot 
be viewed as either good or bad, however with this change comes a challenge for the 
institutions involved. Education should be reformed to incorporate not only innovations 
and latest technologies but also the corresponding 21st century skills and perspectives 
they entail, such as multitasking, media and information retrieval, organization and critical 
thinking. The emerging generation has quite a range of talents, needs, abilities, interests, 
options and opportunities and requires these to be reciprocated and encouraged by the 
powers charged with its coming of age.
Innovation necessitates the blending of the old with the new, challenging new ideas 
and finding different ways of seeing, being and doing. Japan cannot and should not abandon 
its past and traditions for the sake of economic growth, stability and global competition. 
However, an environment conducive to risk taking, creativity and individuality must 
be developed, supported and balanced with previous values, perspectives, lessons and 
successes. Japan lacks flexibility in this type of approach to problem solving and realizing 
the ideas required to create a nurturing climate for innovation and improvement. As Japan 
stands on a precipice overlooking change, the question is whether to continue on the present 
course, over the edge into economic insignificance and global obscurity or provide the 
emerging generations with the tools and encouragement needed to bridge the widening 
gaps and usher in a paradigm shift towards a mutually beneficial and evolving, hybrid 
culture of old and new, foreign and domestic. Historically, as in modern times, Japan’s 
sense of adaptability, love of new ideas, resilience and ingenuity have always been defining 
characteristics and the source of success.
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Appendix A: Technology Survey
1) Which do you own?
2) How dependent are you on technology?
3) Which online communities are you a member of?
4) How much time do you spend blogging (Mixi, Facebook etc…)? 
5) What do you typically use a computer for?
6)What do you use the internet for? 
Gender: Male Female
cell phone Ipod /mp3 player digital camera PC game (DS, PSP, Wii, Playstation…) electronic dictionary
not at all rarely use sometimes use often very much
Facebook Mixi My Space Other:
hours per day hours per week
Work Study Entertainment Communication Information Games Other:
Work Entertainment Communication Information Shopping Games Other:
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7) How many hours per day average do you spend using a computer?
8) Which type of communication do you prefer?
9) What is the most useful or recommended application or site?
10) How many CDs do you buy in one year? 
11) Do you think downloading media (movies/music) for free is wrong? 
12) How often do you write handwritten messages or greetings (letters, cards)?
13) How often do you read books?
14) What is the most important function of a cell phone?
15) How often do you change your cell phone?
16) On average how much （￥）	is your monthly cell phone bill?
17) How do you pay for this?
18) What is the first part of your email address?         
…………………………….…….@XXXXXX.XXX
19) Why did you choose this as your address? 
0-1 hour 1 -2hours 2-3 hours 3-4 hours more than 5 hours
face to face telephone chatting email Other:
Google Wikipedia YouTube Twitter Mixi Other:
mail calling TV GPS music games Other:
0-6 months 6 months 1 year 2 years more than 2 years
Yes No
never rarely sometimes frequently all the time
never 1 per year 2-5 per year 6-10 per year More than 10 per year
0-2,000 2,000-5,000 5,000-8,000 8,000-10,000 more than 10,000
part time job parents other:
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Appendix B: Table of Results
Category Total Group Data
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
2) Dependency on technology 2 5 4.24 0.842
Rarely use Very much Use often
4) Hours spent Blogging per week 0 40 7.17 7.251
7) Time spent using PC per week 1 5 1.92 1.127
0-1 hour 5 hours + 1-2 hours
10) Number of CD’s purchased per year 0 30 2.24 4.268
11) Downloading music is wrong Yes 40.9% No 59.1% 1.59 0.495
12) Handwritten message frequency 1 4 2.42 0.824
Never Frequently Rarely
13) Number of books read per year 1 5 3.3 1.252
Never Over  10 2-5 per year
15) Cell phone renewal frequency 2 5 4.2 0.827
6 months 2 years + 2 years
16) Average monthly phone bill 1 5 3.12 0.869
0-2,000 10,000+ 5-8,000
17) Payment for phone bill Parents Myself
78.80% 19.70%
Category Male Data (27.3%)
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
2) Dependency on technology 2 5 3.72 1.074
Rarely use Very much Sometimes
4) Hours spent Blogging per week 0 35 6.69 7.486
7) Time spent using PC per week 1 5 2.22 1.263
0-1 hour 5 hours + 1-2 hours
10) Number of CD’s purchased per year 0 10 2.5 3.204
11) Downloading music is wrong Yes 44.4% No 56.6% 1.56 0.511
12) Handwritten message frequency 1 4 2.17 1.2
Never Frequently Rarely
13) Number of books read per year 1 5 3.33 1.572
Never Over  10 2-5 per year
15) Cell phone renewal frequency 2 5 4.11 1.023
6 months 2 years + 2 years
16) Average monthly phone bill 1 4 3.06 0.938
0-2,000 8-10,000 5-8,000
17) Payment for phone bill Parents Myself
66.70% 27.80%
Category Female Data (72.7%)
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
2) Dependency on technology 3 5 4.44 0.649
Sometimes Very much Use often
4) Hours spent Blogging per week 0 40 7.35 7.233
7) Time spent using PC per week 1 5 1.81 1.065
0-1 hour 5 hours + 1-2 hours
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10) Number of CD’s purchased per year 0 30 2.15 4.631
11) Downloading music is wrong Yes 39.6% No 60.4% 1.6 0.494
12) Handwritten message frequency 1 4 2.52 0.618
Never Frequently Rarely
13) Number of books read per year 1 5 3.29 1.129
Never Over  10 2-5 per year
15) Cell phone renewal frequency 3 5 4.23 0.751
1 year 2 years + 2 years
16) Average monthly phone bill 1 5 3.15 0.85
0-2,000 10,000+ 5-8,000
17) Payment for phone bill Parents Myself
83.30% 16.70%
Category Male (27.3%)
Female 
(72.7%) Total Group
1) Type of technology 
owned
Cell phone 100% 100% 100%
Mp3 player 78% 63% 67%
Camera 50% 67% 62%
PC 67% 81% 77%
Game 72% 35% 45%
Dictionary 67% 90% 83%
3) Online community 
membership
Facebook 5.60% 8.30% 7.60%
Mixi 55.60% 64.60% 62.10%
Myspace 11.10% 0% 3.00%
5) Computer usage Work 28% 8% 14%
Study 67% 81% 77%
Entertainment 44% 56% 53%
Communication 39% 38% 38%
Information 78% 73% 74%
Games 28% 13% 17%
6) Internet usage Work 22% 13% 15%
Entertainment 44% 58% 55%
Communication 39% 40% 39%
Information 83% 88% 86%
Shopping 39% 44% 42%
Games 22% 10% 14%
Study 17% 2% 6%
8) Preferred communication 
medium
Face to face 67% 100% 91%
Telephone 39% 31% 33%
Texting 17% 4% 8%
Email 28% 31% 30%
9) Favourite application/site Google 33% 40% 38%
Wikipedia 50% 19% 27%
YouTube 56% 46% 48%
Twitter 0% 2% 2%
Mixi 17% 27% 24%
Skype 11% 2% 5%
0
14) Most important cell 
phone function
Mail 56% 67% 64%
Calling 67% 46% 52%
TV 6% 6% 6%
GPS 0% 8% 6%
Music 22% 8% 12%
Games 6% 4% 5%
Rationale for Email Address choice
Category Male Female
Favourite/Interest 44.00% 18.75%
No Reason 38.80% 6.25%
Easy to remember 22.20% 35.40%
Name/Nickname 16.60% 22.90%
Birthday N/A 22.90%
Cute N/A 12.50%
Love N/A 6.25%
Pet N/A 6.25%
Examples of Email Address Prefixes
Male Female
capricorn 9w irreplaceable..tbbc.t13
bridge-of-light-over-rain d24.hdmd.ilyt.n19
a-piece-of-sun light-left-straight
nenen343 yk.616-smile..v-v
square-enix.f.f haru.0629
kuririn-no-kotokaaaaa fa_r_t117.whim
hiyoru2560-muhyoroji-15936 a-iove
bl-u5v..sho-svl k-w-m-rock-in-japan-2008
tamaniwa.e-jan-jinse-1kaikiri wa-ka0223ha-101104131122
trigun-mamimum chocola
freedman a-v-v-donma-i
kazma1375 tw.yat315
